4th Grade: Was the Battle of Fort

Sumter the start of the Civil War?
Learning target: I can determine if the Battle of Fort Sumter started the war by investigating
using primary sources.
1. Whole group
a. Explain to students that we are
continuing our work as historians today.
We will be investigating the question,
“Was the Battle of Fort Sumter the start
of the Civil War?”
b. Remind students that just like we use
specific tools in the kitchen, we use
different primary sources to get specific
information we need.
c. Review briefly what kind of information
we get from
i. photographs/images
ii. diaries/journals/letters
iii. newspaper clippings
iv. maps
d. Remind students that the type of resource we use will many times determine the
type of questions we ask. Discuss and record different questions we as historians
would use to investigate our compelling question with the four different kinds of
resources we have available today.
Questions We Would Ask Using…
Photographs/Images

Journals/Diaries/Letters

Newspaper Clippings

Maps

2. Small investigation teams
a. Divide class into four groups. Tell students they will work with their group to
investigate the resources at each station by answering the questions we came
up together.
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b. Give students10 minutes at each station to answer questions. Encourage them
to jot down questions that arise as they conduct their research. They will record
their findings and additional questions in their social studies notebooks.
3. Sharing Conclusions
a. Ask students to answer “yes” or “no” to the compelling question by going to the
designated area or the room for each response. If they are still undecided, they
may sit in the center of the room.
b. Give students 2 minutes to choose a spokesperson and discuss why they made
their choices. Let them know they will have 30 seconds to state their reasoning.
While the “yes” and “no” groups are talking and preparing their summed up
response, ask the middle group what information they needed but didn’t have
to help them make a more informed decision.
c. Allow each side 30 seconds to state their reason for their answer.
d. Students from the middle will join one side or the either and explain what
convinced them.
4. Taking Informed Action
a. Explain to students that not every event that is generally determined to be the
“start” of a larger event is always the very beginning. Knowing that means when
we recognize events in our own lives (personally and civically), we should
understand that many things happened that led to that point.
b. Before making a judgement about issues we recognize today, what should we
do?
Some notes on this plan added by reviewers:
• Be sure to include how students can “prove it” [their claims] with evidence gained in their research.
• In the interview, you could go into next steps to include opinion writing, debate, etc…
• Also, from C3 inquiry, they suggested creating a multimedia presentation that addresses whether or not
the American Revolution was avoidable-you could include something like this in the interview as well
but specific to Fort Sumter.
• You could use the web organization “Teaching Tolerance” classroom resources for students to relate to
community members (at school and in community) to find other ways to solve problems. They could
find quotes that relate to what led up to this battle. Could it have been avoided if participants …
• If you look at something with current events for students-possibly social media and bullying- you could
relate this tolerance piece into the informed action since most probably have phones and older siblings
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